Segmentation of plate coupling, fate of subduction fluids, and modes of arc magmatism in Cascadia, inferred from magnetotelluric resistivity
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Abstract Five magnetotelluric (MT) profiles have been acquired across the Cascadia subduction system and transformed using 2-D and 3-D nonlinear inversion to yield electrical resistivity cross sections to depths of ~200 km. Distinct changes in plate coupling, subduction fluid evolution, and modes of arc magmatism along the length of Cascadia are clearly expressed in the resistivity structure. Relatively high resistivities under the coasts of northern and southern Cascadia correlate with elevated degrees of inferred plate locking, and suggest fluid- and sediment-deficient conditions. In contrast, the north-central Oregon coastal structure is quite conductive from the plate interface to shallow depths offshore, correlating with poor plate locking and the possible presence of subducted sediments. Low-resistivity fluidized zones develop at slab depths of 35–40 km starting ~100 km west of the arc on all profiles, and are interpreted to represent prograde metamorphic fluid release from the subducting slab. The fluids rise to forearc Moho levels, and sometimes shallower, as the arc is approached. The zones begin close to clusters of low-frequency earthquakes, suggesting fluid controls on the transition to steady sliding. Under the northern and southern Cascadia arc segments, low upper mantle resistivities are consistent with flux melting above the slab plus possible deep convective backarc upwelling toward the arc. In central Cascadia, extensional deformation is interpreted to segregate upper mantle melts leading to underplating and low resistivities at Moho to lower crustal levels below the arc and nearby backarc. The low- to high-temperature mantle wedge transition lies slightly trenchward of the arc.

1. Introduction

The Cascadia subduction system of western North America upends any notion of subduction being nearly invariant along the strike of an orogen. Earthquake activity and geodetic data point to stronger locking between the Juan de Fuca and North American plates along the subduction interface near the coast in the north below Washington state and Vancouver Island, and to the south in California, but less so in central Oregon [McCrory et al., 2012; Hyndman, 2013]. Episodic tremor and slip (ETS) events near forearc Moho or uppermost mantle depths are also concentrated in the northern and southern regions, with a more quiescent central zone under Oregon having slower recurrence intervals [Brudzinski and Allen, 2007; Gomberg et al., 2010; Beroza and Ide, 2011]. The Cascades volcanic arc is partitioned along strike petrologically and structurally with increasing degrees of inferred subducted plate input and Basin and Range extensional overprint southward into Oregon and northeastern California [Hildreth, 2007; Schmidt et al., 2008]. The physicochemical states at depth that represent the driving factors behind surface observations have been interpreted to date largely on the basis of seismology, geodesy, structural geology, and volcanic petrology. However, much ambiguity remains regarding the relative roles of fluids, sediments and temperature in plate mechanical behavior. Models for fluid release or melt generation during subduction merit validation or refinement through new geophysical images and interpretation.

High-quality magnetotelluric (MT) data have been collected in the Pacific Northwest region, especially during the past decade to the point where new or complementary inferences are possible regarding key
subduction processes and their variations along Cascadia. In this paper, we present and compare results of five MT land transects from the coast across northwest Washington (CAFE-MT), northwest Oregon (EMSLAB), southwest Oregon (SWORMT), and northwest California (Klamath-Modoc), and finally Vancouver Island and southwest British Columbia (ABCT) (Figure 1). The data have sufficient bandwidth in most cases to construct models of electrical resistivity (or its inverse, conductivity) from depths of a few 100s m to >200 km. Using external constraints, inferences from the models are made regarding fluids and sediments subducted down the trench, whether temperature alone or also fluids influence the extent of plate locking in the subduction shear zone, conditions of dehydration reactions and the movement of fluids liberated in the oceanic plate, the relation of ETS to imaged fluid formation, how released subducted fluids approach the volcanic arc, and whether petrologic models of the variation in melting conditions along the arc are supported by images of resistivity. Coarser-scale but fully 3-D views of resistivity beneath the Cascadia system derived from the Earthscope MT Transportable Array data [Bedrosian and Feucht, 2014; Meqbel et al., 2014] provide valuable constraints and context for the focused views we offer here.

2. Geologic Background

The processes of subduction and arc magmatism along the Cascadia system have diverse manifestations that reflect numerous mechanisms. Important factors concern plate coupling, exsolution of slab fluids, and pressure-temperature-composition-strain controls on melt geometries. We review these briefly below to the extent they may bear on resistivity structure.

2.1. Regional Tectonic Setting

The present Cascadia subduction system and volcanic arc was established ~40 Ma with disappearance of the Farallon plate and development of the Juan de Fuca plate [Humphreys, 2008]. In middle Cenozoic time, the arc extended farther south to present day southwestern Nevada but has shortened northward with migration of the Mendocino triple junction, formation of a growing slab window, and growth of the San Andreas-Walker Lane strike-slip fault systems [Wilson et al., 2005; Faulds and Henrys, 2008; Colgan et al., 2011; Busby, 2013]. Mesozoic and Paleozoic metamorphic, volcanic, and plutonic basement blocks underlie the Cascadia backarc regions and, in northern California and southern Oregon (Klamath terrane), much of the forearc as well [Wright and Wyld, 2006; Dorsey and Lamaskin, 2007; Dickinson, 2008; Blakely et al., 2011] (Figure 1). The Siletz volcanic terranes were accreted in the early Cenozoic and lie beneath the forearc and arc from north-central Oregon through Washington to southeasternmost Vancouver Island where it is named the Crescent terrane [Wells et al., 2014]. For an alternate view extending Siletz rocks under more of the backarc of central Cascadia, see Humphreys [2008]. Vancouver Island and southwesternmost British Columbia (B.C.) are floored mainly by the Wrangellia composite terrane, comprising Paleozoic-Mesozoic metavolcanics sutured to the prior mainland just east of the modern arc [Monger and Price, 2002].

An exceptional thickness of Juan de Fuca subduction mélangé rocks progressively accreted since Eocene time underlies northwesternmost Washington including the Olympic Mountains of [Parsons et al., 1995] (Figure 1). Basement below coastal northwestern California is late Mesozoic to early Cenozoic Franciscan and Coastal Belt mélangé [Ernst, 2011]. The U.S. Cascadia backarc as a whole now is extensively covered by late Tertiary Columbia River or High Lava Plains basalt flows. Clockwise block rotation of the Cascades about a pole in northeastern Oregon from Miocene to present [McCaffrey et al., 2013] produces oblique compression in the northern Cascades spawning the backarc Yakima fold and thrust belt [Blakely et al., 2011] (Figure 1). In central Cascadia, rotation and slab rollback produce a net effective migration of volcanism eastward by ~75 km leaving behind a remnant plutonic Western Cascades [Wells and McCaffrey, 2013]. Backarc southeastern Oregon and northeastern California experienced oblique extensional to strike-slip faulting during this time as Great Basin extension encroached. This includes the prominent Cascades graben running much of the length of Oregon [Humphreys, 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008].

2.2. Subducted Plate Properties

The Cascadia subduction system is regarded as a thermal end-member, featuring the consumption of a young, hot plate [e.g., van Keken et al., 2011]. The subducting Juan de Fuca plate has an age varying between 7 and 9 Ma at the trench offshore Washington and Oregon, whereas the plate formed at the Gorda ridge is slightly younger (5–7 Ma) at the trench offshore northern California [Schmidt et al., 2008].
Figure 1. Location map for four profiles of MT soundings analyzed herein (ABCS, CAFE, EMSLAB = EMSL, SWOR = SWORMT, Klamath-Mdloc = KLMD). Round site symbols refer to wideband (WB) stations whereas square symbols refer to long period (LP) stations. The Earthscope USAArray LP MT stations are inverted medium green triangles, whereas the occasional Earthscope station used in a profile inversion is recolored according to the other LP stations of that profile. Gray Earthscope stations were used in the 3-D inversion of the SWORMT data. Yellow GPS geodetic motion estimate and Juan de Fuca convergence arrows are after Wells and McCaffrey [2013]. Central and southern Cascade Range and Basin and Range area normal faults are in black with stick on downthrown side [Hildreth, 2007; Stewart and Carlson, 1978]. Contours of rhyolitic volcanism in southeast Oregon approaching the central Cascades are red dashes [Hildreth, 2007], Yakima fold and thrust belt (YFT) faults northeast of Mount Rainier are simplified from Blakely et al. [2011]. Green bands enclose terranes Siletz (Sil), Klamath (Klm), Blue Mtns (Blu), Insular (Ins), B.C. Coastal Belt (Coa), Intermontane (Inm) and Omineca (Omn) [Monger and Price, 2002; Humphreys, 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008]. Eastern boundary of Siletz in Oregon is obscure, but is placed some distance east of arc based upon Schmidt et al. [2008]. Olympic Mountains is Oly, Columbia Embayment is Col, and California Coastal Belt is CB. Pink bands enclose actively extensional terranes Basin and Range (B&R) and Modoc Plateau (Mdc). Volcanic chain segment boundaries North (No), Columbia (Ci), Central (Cn), and South (So) are after Schmidt et al. [2008]. Mount Garibaldi is GB, Mount Baker is BK, Mount Rainier is RA, Mount St Helens is SH, Mount Adams is AD, Mount Jefferson is JF, Mount Shasta is MS and Lassen Peak within the Lassen Volcanic Center is LP. Plate contours are in blue and are hand-contoured values from McCrory et al. [2012]. Offshore, J de F is Juan de Fuca plate, and Gda is Gorda plate (southern Juan de Fuca). DEM base layer is from GeoMapApp utility.
Subduction dip is somewhat shallower under Washington and southwestern British Columbia than under Oregon, and the width of plate locking (including transition zones) below Washington and Vancouver Island is the greatest of Cozzens [McCrory et al., 2012; Hyndman, 2013; Schmalzle et al., 2014]. Cozzens and Spinelli [2012] suggested that hydrothermal circulation in the ocean floor could depress Juan de Fuca plate geotherms and thus widen a thermally controlled locking zone. However, substantial seafloor sedimentary cover is argued to limit circulation offshore Cascadia [Hasterok et al., 2011; Hyndman, 2013] and the breadth of locking offshore northern Cascadia has been related to shallow plate dip [McCrory et al., 2012]. Marine seismic reflection surveys imply landward thrust vergence with essentially all oceanic sediment offscraped at the trench offshore Washington so that little enters the subduction zone [Flueh et al., 1998].

Complete sediment offscraping does not appear to occur offshore Oregon. Seismically imaged seaward thrust fault vergence and decreased P-wave velocities suggest the presence of a subduction sediment channel ~1 km in thickness under the coast [Gulick et al., 1998; Trehu et al., 2012; McNeill et al., 2013]. Sediment compaction and clay dehydration can release large amounts of fluids to distances approaching 100 km from the trench [Saffer and Tobin, 2011]. Coincidentally, the plate locking width appears to be narrowest along Oregon, barely reaching onshore if at all [Gomberg et al., 2010; Hyndman, 2013; Schmalzle et al., 2014]. The locked plus transition zone width increases again in northern California [Gomberg et al., 2010; Schmalzle et al., 2014] accompanied by high seismicity in both upper and lower plates, in contrast to forearc seismicity beneath Oregon [McCrory et al., 2012]. The plate here is substantially warped in concert with N-S compression between the southern Juan de Fuca and Pacific plates across the Mendocino triple junction, and possesses a much shallower dip than elsewhere in Cascadia to a distance of ~75 km inland from the coast (Figure 1). Thrusts mostly are landward vergent but Gulick et al. [1998] concluded that a few hundred meters of ocean sediment may be subducted beneath northern California.

Data from dense passive seismic arrays across northern Oregon, Washington, and Vancouver Island show dipping layers of low S-wave velocity (LVL) and high Vp/Vs in the 20–45 km depth range where overlain by continental crust [Audet et al., 2010; Bostock, 2013] (for a list of acronyms, see Table 1). The layers imply fluid overpressures interpreted to reflect low-grade hydrous mineral breakdown and perhaps basalts decompression and fracture collapse primarily in the upper oceanic crust [Saffer and Tobin, 2011]. The dipping LVL loses coherency and becomes diffuse downdip at a depth of 35–40 km. That is the approximate depth of onset of voluminous dehydration during progressive eclogite formation [Peacock, 2009; Van Keken et al., 2011; Bostock, 2013], suggested to enhance permeability and allow upward escape of fluids. Continuum mechanical models also suggest that in a warm plate such as Juan de Fuca, dehydration fluids released as deep as ~60 km may migrate obliquely upward toward the forearc mantle corner (FMC, or wedge tip) [Furukawa, 2009]. Ascending fluid flux is believed responsible for extensive serpentinization of the mantle wedge, producing a reduction in its velocity, and thus substantially obscuring the overlying seismic Moho [Bostock, 2013]. Serpentinization also is invoked to explain patterns of forearc magnetization in Cascadia and elsewhere [Blakely et al., 2005].

2.3. Episodic Tremor and Slow Earthquakes

Where imaged in northern and central Cascadia, episodic nonvolcanic tremor and slow-slip or low-frequency earthquakes (NVT-LFE or ETS) occur near the downdip limits of the LVLs [Wech et al., 2009; Gomberg et al., 2010]. The resemblance of this tremor to that seen in volcanic regimes is compatible with fluid movement, as are the migration rates of tremor swarms along the strike of Cascadia. Tremor is vigorous in northern Cascadia and plentiful also under northern California, with north-central Oregon being relatively subdued [Beraza and Ide, 2011], in some correlation with plate locking. There appears to be a gap of ~50 km width between the downdip reach of plate locking and the band of tremor in Cascadia [McCrory et al., 2009].

Table 1. List of Geographic and Subduction Process Acronyms Used in Text, Ordered Alphabetically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Geographic/Structural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LVL</td>
<td>Low Velocity Layer (S-wave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFE</td>
<td>Low Frequency Earthquakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVT</td>
<td>Non-Volcanic Tremor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP</td>
<td>Deep Long-Period Earthquakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Episodic Tremor and Slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>Forearc Mantle Corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRZ</td>
<td>Western Rainier Seismicity Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Earthscope Transportable Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCC</td>
<td>Southwest Washington Cascades Conductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVC</td>
<td>Lassen Volcanic Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMA</td>
<td>Average Current Mantle Adiabat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Long-period MT sounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Wideband MT sounding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVT</td>
<td>Non-Volcanic Tremor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFE</td>
<td>Low Frequency Earthquakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>Forearc Mantle Corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVL</td>
<td>Low Velocity Layer (S-wave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Episodic Tremor and Slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP</td>
<td>Deep Long-Period Earthquakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMA</td>
<td>Average Current Mantle Adiabat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRZ</td>
<td>Western Rainier Seismicity Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Earthscope Transportable Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCC</td>
<td>Southwest Washington Cascades Conductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVC</td>
<td>Lassen Volcanic Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Long-period MT sounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Wideband MT sounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRZ</td>
<td>Western Rainier Seismicity Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVL</td>
<td>Low Velocity Layer (S-wave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Episodic Tremor and Slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP</td>
<td>Deep Long-Period Earthquakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMA</td>
<td>Average Current Mantle Adiabat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
et al., 2014]. Tremor event depths are difficult to pinpoint due to first arrival uncertainties, but the band appears laterally confined to where depth to the Juan de Fuca plate interface lies in the 30–45 km range [Boyarko and Brudzinski, 2010; McCrory et al., 2014]. Based on results from the densely instrumented Japanese system and more limited results from northernmost Cascadia, there has been a presumption that tremor events lie near the plate interface [Royer and Bostock, 2014].

Further highlighting system segmentation, ETS tend to concentrate in northern and southern Cascadia [Boyarko and Brudzinski, 2010; Beroza and Ide, 2011]. The average recurrence interval of ETS varies markedly, with an interval of ~14 months in the north, 19 months in central Cascadia, and 11 months in the south [Brudzinski and Allen, 2007]. Typical inferred LFE displacements of 1–2 cm and their modulation by tides and occasional triggering by distant earthquakes imply very low stress drops, evidently placing them close to the onset of stable sliding along the subduction interface [Gomberg et al., 2010]. One interpretation considers stable sliding as mainly thermally controlled, occurring at temperatures above 450 °C, and perhaps enabled also by formation of low-friction talc at the mantle-oceanic plate interface during serpentinization of the mantle [Hyndman, 2013]. However, high fluid pressures also may induce slip by creating low effective normal stresses [Sibson, 2007]. At present, the most precisely located LFE are those under the CAFE and Vancouver Island areas, determined using sophisticated waveform correlation and clustering techniques [Royer and Bostock, 2014]. The LFE group in the 35–40 km depth range near the estimated plate interface [McCrory et al., 2012] and the FMC.

A characteristic distance in Cascadia from the downdip limit of ETS to the arc volcanism is ~100 km, or about one-half the width of the onshore forearc. Over this deeper interval, the pathways and fate of fluids released during subducted plate dehydration are obscure. With a young, warm subducted plate, most of the hydrous minerals are expected to have broken down before reaching depths below the arc [Van Keken et al., 2011]. Farther inland from the dipping LVL, S-wave structure becomes diffuse and difficult to ascribe, although some S-wave features are interpreted to reflect deeper fluid migration [McGary et al., 2014].

2.4. Arc Volcanic Variations

Substantial along-strike variations exist in the arc volcanic and tectonic style of the Cascadia subduction zone [Leeman et al., 2005; Hildreth, 2007; Schmidt et al., 2008]. Despite high visibility stratovolcanoes such as Mount Rainer or Mount Shasta, volcanism here is fundamentally basaltic. Traditionally, slab inputs to Cascades volcanism were considered somewhat limited, especially for the northern segment (Figure 1), in keeping with subduction of a young Juan de Fuca plate and relatively rapid dewatering. More recently, Grove et al. [2012] argue that peridotitic chlorite may persist to ~800 °C and thus provide water for H2O-rich melting near subarc plate depths. Water contents of primary melts observed at the surface reflect melt volume increases and water dilution as near-slab melts rise through the hotter mantle wedge.

Degree of slab contribution and flux melting appear to increase southward to a maximum for Mount Shasta and Lassen Volcanic Center (LVC) areas [Schmidt et al., 2008] (Figure 1). Subduction-related input may be both modern, from a relatively deformed Gorda plate segment, or ancient from lithospheric mantle of Klamath-Sierran age. The hottest and driest low-potassium magmas are seen in the central (Oregon) Cascadia segment from Mount Adams southward, and are suspected to be related to extensional overprint related to Basin and Range enroachment [Leeman et al., 2005; Hildreth, 2007; Schmidt et al., 2008].

Crustal extension is seen in the southern Cascadia segment as well in the Modoc Plateau, but to a lesser degree, and faulting involves a more strike-slip component (Figure 1). Across the Modoc Plateau to the edge of the Great Basin at the California-Nevada border, one encounters the southern end of a late Miocene and younger High Lava Plains basaltic trend (Shin Mountain-Storm Mountain cones) described by Till et al. [2013]. These volcanic units are interpreted to have formed through adiabatic mantle upwelling driven by subduction corner flow at depths just below the Moho.

3. MT Transect Resistivity Models

The results and interpretation of the MT transects are presented individually, beginning with the U.S. profiles (Figure 1) because of their relatively high data sampling and resolution. In the main text, we present final resistivity models, describe principal features, assign physicochemical causes or states to resistivity structures, and integrate with independent geological, geophysical, and geochemical constraints. A brief
review of the MT method, detailed displays of the MT data in pseudosection format, geoelectric strike analyses, construction of regularized inversion models, and sensitivity tests of some key model features, are presented in the supporting information.

We then compare features along profiles in terms of resistivity character as well as ancillary geophysics, structure, and petrology to show how resistivity corroborates or may refine existing models of processes within the Cascadia subduction system. The recently analyzed CAFE and EMSLAB profiles [Evans et al., 2014; McGary et al., 2014] are combined with new MT data from southern Cascadia (KLMD profile) plus a reanalysis of MT data across southwestern Oregon (SWORMT profile) [Bedrosian and Box, 2007] and southwestern B.C. (ABCS profile) [Soyer and Unsworth, 2006; Rippe et al., 2013]. All are jointly interpreted in terms of a range of processes from subcoastal conditions to the subduction backarc and how the processes change along strike of the system.

3.1. CAFE-MT Profile, Washington

Our line in Washington coincides with the E-W swath of passive seismic stations of the CAFE experiment [Abers et al., 2009], which is here denoted CAFE-MT, and crosses the Columbia arc segment. There are 60 wideband (WB) and 19 long-period (LP) stations (see supporting information) collected in 2009 and 2010 over a total period range from 0.005 s to as long as ~10,000 s at some sites. The profile length is ~300 km and the average station spacing is ~5 km. The data were transformed with a 2-D nonlinear inversion to produce an electrical resistivity cross section (see supporting information Figures S1–S5) plotted with annotation in Figure 2. In this paper, however, we do not impose constraints upon the geometry or resistivity of the downgoing slab, as was done previously [Evans et al., 2014; McGary et al., 2014], in order to offer an interpretation based on the MT data alone.

The model shown in Figure 2 contains a low resistivity layer deepening from just inland of the coast to a distance of ~75 km. We equate this conductor to fluids distributed along the plate interface [drawn from McCrory et al., 2012] generated by low-grade dehydration reactions and perhaps pore fluid collapse in altered oceanic crust. At the updip end lies a compact conductor above the plate interface 10–25 km inland of the coast. This appears likely to be a package of mid-Tertiary accreted oceanic sediments backstopped against Siletz terrane (Crescent Formation) igneous rocks; the correspondence with the lithologic boundary as imaged from wide-angle seismic data by Parsons et al. [1995] is close. Why this package should be particularly conductive is unclear as these would not be young oceanic sediments but perhaps as old as Eocene. However, MT data and modeling by Aprea et al. [1998] ~70 km to the north across the Olympic Mountains and Puget Lowlands also showed that these accreted sediments are of low resistivity as far east as the boundary with the Siletz terrane.

A significant feature of the model is the lack of a low-resistivity layer under and just on land from the coastline, and also offshore toward the trench. This is seen in the model of McGary et al. [2014] as well. As tested with supporting information Figures S6 and S7, low MT impedance phase response signifies that this region must remain moderately resistive implying low amounts of interconnected conducting fluids or sediments. In turn, a lack of fluids to promote low stress deformation should enable seismic energy buildup. This may be reflected in the relatively high observed seismicity and could contribute to enhanced plate locking at this latitude. We believe this conclusion is corroborated in our comparison to structure under the EMSLAB and Klamath-Modoc profiles discussed below. However, the situation may be more complex for the upcoast section of the coast. This appears likely to be a package of mid-Tertiary accreted oceanic sediments backstopped against Siletz terrane.

At a distance of ~75 km inland and a depth of ~40 km, the low-resistivity layer becomes more pronounced and begins with greater distance to depart from the plate interface (Figure 2). Modeled temperatures along the interface at this position should be 500–550°C [Peacock, 2009; Syracuse et al., 2010] which would correspond to breakdown of amphibolite facies hydrous minerals to release free, aqueous fluids. This process has been termed eclogitization by others [e.g., Rondenay et al., 2001, 2008]. The increase here in conductance (integrated thickness/resistivity) of this layer commences near the loss of coherence of S-wave velocity structure cited previously [Abers et al., 2009; Bostock, 2013] and near LFE precisely located by Royer and Bostock [2014] (Figure 2). Most tremor (NVT) lies arcward of the inferred eclogitization and LFE. The eclogitization commences trenchward of the FMC where the Moho (40 km, from Bostock [2013]) meets the subduction interface [McCrory et al., 2014]. Serpentinitization of the mantle wedge tip by fluids is not believed responsible for the low resistivity as laboratory measurements of serpentine have yielded high resistivity.
values [Guo et al., 2011; Reynard et al., 2011]. We thus believe the resistivity structure further implicates fluids in defining the transition to steady sliding between the upper and lower plates through rock weakening.

Farther inland, the low-resistivity layer shallows and increases in conductance toward the arc. An obvious possible explanation is that the layer represents additional fluids liberated from the oceanic plate that have risen buoyantly to varying levels in the crust. This is in keeping with the expectation that plate hydrous minerals are solid solutions that should break down over finite temperature intervals [Peacock, 2009]. Moreover, toward greater depths in the subduction zone, serpentinite and chlorite in the uppermost mantle of the subducted plate and in the immediately overlying mantle wedge should break down progressively and yield fluid as the arc is approached [van Keken et al., 2011].

Global surveys of electrical conductivity in tectonically active regimes [Hyndman et al., 1993; Wannamaker et al., 2008] imply that the tops of such layers typically are thermally controlled along an isotherm in the 350–500°C range depending upon composition (quartz-rich to dioritic). The shallowing of the layer eastward thus may imply upward advection of heat by fluids and forearc melts into the crust not reflected in solid-state thermal models [cf., Peacock, 2009]. This is difficult to corroborate independently given the sparse heat flow data in the vicinity of CAFE [Ingebritsen and Mariner, 2010]. However, at the shallowest reaches of the low resistivity just west of Mount Rainier, the fluids likely have broken through into the brittle crustal domain in a fault fracture mesh [cf., Cox, 2005; Sibson, 2007].
Volume of fluids in the low resistivity layer is not easy to constrain given uncertainties in the geometry of interconnection and fluid composition; here we simply offer a lower bound. High salinity fluids at these temperatures are very conductive (>100 S/m) [Nesbitt, 1993], and if interconnected efficiently in grain-edge tubules [e.g., Grant and West, 1965] ideally require contents of only <0.2 vol % to explain resistivities of 10–30 ohm-m. Although the fluids initially released from the slab are believed to be of low salinity, fluid solute content should increase during passage upward through warmer, less hydrated wedge material [Reynard et al., 2011; Kawamoto et al., 2014]. At 600°C (or presumably lower temperatures), characteristic residence times of this fluid content may exceed 10 Myr [Frost and Bucher, 1994; Wannamaker, 2000], allowing persistence of such a low-resistivity layer especially given replenishment from greater depths. Moreover, compressive state of stress in the forearc promotes fluid retention through subhorizontal fissuring [Sibson, 2007]. Along the deeper subduction interface from ~100–175 km, the oceanic crust appears resistive (see supporting information tests with Figures S8 and S9) implying lack of significant conductive fluids and correlating with the absence of coherent S-wave structure.

Beneath the arc and backarc areas is a steep and pronounced low-resistivity zone (Figure 2) which extends from a few kilometers depth near Mount Rainier to the estimated slab surface of McCrory et al. (2012), and to considerable depths beyond to the east where plate projections are poorly constrained. This structure is quite similar to that resolved using an independent inversion code by McGary et al. [2014]; they also showed that it was possible to impose the low resistivity to lie entirely above the slab surface and still achieve a good fit. This structure represents the subduction flux melting zone and the pathways of melt toward the surface, to which we return later. At upper crustal levels, the steep conductor projects slightly west of Mount Rainier where it converges with the rising conductor assigned to continuously liberated fluids from the slab surface. This slight westward shift relative to the arc is not troubling; our profile passes some 20 km north of the volcano. A local NW-SE trend of Pliocene-Quaternary arc intrusive bodies lies through here [duBray and John, 2011], possibly influenced by faulting of the Yakima fold-and-thrust belt, and intersects our profile at this location. Moreover, the thick high resistivities in the crust immediately backarc of Mount Rainier suggest a competent block of Paleozoic-Mesozoic metamorphic and plutonic rocks [Blakeley et al., 2011] which may influence fluid and magma upwelling pathways.

The steeply converging forearc and arc conductors meet just west of the projection of Mount Rainier, coinciding with the northern tip of the large Southwest Washington Cascades conductor (SWCC). The SWCC was discovered in groundbreaking MT measurements by Stanley et al. [1990] and confirmed by Egbert and Booker [1993] with geomagnetovariation arrays. It has been debated therein whether the SWCC is primarily due to modern magmatic-hydrothermal processes or instead represents a deeply underthrust sedimentary package of Late Cretaceous to early Eocene age trapped by collision of the Siletz terrane against the prior North American margin [cf., Hill et al., 2009]. The dual conductor we resolve appears to correspond to the bilobate SWCC depiction in Stanley et al. [1996; their Figure 6] which extended to 15–20 km depth. The interpretation of our longer, denser profile of higher bandwidth argues for a modern subduction and arc-related cause of the low resistivity at this latitude. If conductive shales seen in the Carbon River anticline [Stanley et al., 1996] are contributing to the resistivity section, they seem most likely to lie in the shallowest pod-like conductor above the paired conductor convergence. As tested with supporting information Figures S10 and S11, continuity of conductivity from near the plate interface to the upper crust appears required by the data suggesting magmatic-hydrothermal processes over a wide range of depths. We cannot comment on the full causes of the main SWCC farther south and its resolution must await further study.

The steep paired conductor discussed above correlates spatially with the Western Rainier Zone (WRZ) of seismicity, reflecting predominantly dextral strike-slip deformation [Stanley et al., 1996] (Figure 2). Stanley et al.’s nearest MT profile H-H’ passes south of ours but it also shows a double conductor in a similar location. The WRZ is positioned within the narrow resistor separating the two conductors of Stanley et al. [1996] whereas in our section the seismicity appears to lie along the margin between the resistor and the eastern of the two conductors (Figure 2; as the WRZ trends ~N15W and ends at our profile, its westernmost edge should be correlated with our structure). The latter fits a common pattern where seismicity in active regimes rarely lies completely within conductors, but typically on their margins or within neighboring resistors [Bedrosian et al., 2004; Ogawa and Honkura, 2004; Wannamaker et al., 2009]. The resistive zones are presumed to be competent rocks capable of supporting stress, whereas the nearby conductors may contribute fluids and...
help trigger failure. A closer resolution of the relation between low resistivity and WRZ deserves additional data coverage.

The boundary between the resistive forearc mantle wedge and the steep low resistivity zone in the upper mantle occurs only 20–30 km west of Mount Rainier and is correlated with the transition to the high-temperature “nose” of subarc mantle flow [Wada and Wang, 2009; Grove et al., 2012]. Its position is in keeping with heat flow constraints both from a global perspective and for Cascadia particularly [Wada and Wang, 2009; van Keken et al., 2011]. For warm plate geotherms such as Cascadia’s, breakdown temperatures for peridotitic chlorite are somewhat higher than the water-saturated solids so water-rich melt is formed directly from chlorite breakdown near the plate interface without formation of a free fluid phase [Grove et al., 2012]. Extrapolated from Ni et al. [2011] assuming efficient melt interconnection, resistivities of 10–20 ohm-m in the steep zone below the arc are consistent with melt fractions of only 1–2 vol % for the very water-rich melts (>10 wt. %) formed near the plate interface at ~100 km depth and 800–900°C, to 2–4 vol % for melts of lesser water content (~5 wt. %) but presumably higher temperature (e.g., 1200°C) in the uppermost mantle [Grove et al., 2012]. The temperature experienced by ascending melt is difficult to constrain precisely, especially given that the melt pathway represented by the conductor geometry is steep and seemingly confined by thick, resistant lithosphere to the east from fossil slab imbrication [Humphreys, 2008]. Also, melt interconnection would be nonideal and heterogeneous including channel flow textures [Ikemoto and Iwamori, 2014]. Nevertheless, to us establishing existence and geometry of the flux melting zone is more significant than exact melt fraction estimates. Solid-state mineral contributions to bulk conductivity are considered low, as saturated peridotite H2O contents should only be in the 100–150 wt ppm (0.01–0.015 wt %) range [Ferot and Bolsan-Casanova, 2012], which the preponderance of laboratory and model analyses at present suggests contributes negligibly to lowering mineral resistivity [Yoshino and Katsumura, 2013].

Finally, we focus on the deeper conductive zone at the far eastern end which extends beyond 200 km depth and is well resolved in the model (see supporting information). This feature is a close 2-D representation of the 3-D conductive upwelling zone labeled BA1 by Meqbel et al. [2014] in their 3-D inversion of the Earthscope MT Transportable Array (TA) data of the Pacific Northwest region. The region also corresponds well with the northern shear wave low velocity zone resolved by Gao and Shen [2014] which they ascribed to subduction-induced convective upwelling and partial fusion to yield some of the observed hot dry melts. We concur with this interpretation, supporting the argument of Leeman et al. [2005] for a possible role by nonflux melting at this latitude. Water contents in saturated solid-state peridotite here ~200 km depth are estimated to be in the 300–450 wt ppm range [Ferot and Bolsan-Casanova, 2012], with olivine concentrations somewhat lower due to partitioning with pyroxene. However, the upper limit should be bounded near 250 ppm at such depths as higher contents would induce vapor-absent peridotite melting [Ardia et al., 2012]. This is consistent with interpretation by Meqbel et al. [2014] where fertile “damp” peridotite with a few hundred parts per million intracrystalline H2O at average mantle adiabat temperatures begins melting and dehydration at ~200 km depth during upwelling. Solid-state water contents around 250 wt ppm (0.025 wt %) most likely would reduce bulk resistivity to 50–100 ohm-m [Yoshino and Katsumura, 2013], whereas imaged resistivity is near 10 ohm-m and thus implies melt.

3.2. EMSLAB MT Profile, Oregon
The legacy EMSLAB line crossing the Central Cascadia segment was collected in the late 1980’s [Booker and Chave, 1989; Wannamaker et al., 1989], but its high-quality data makes it worth reexamining with modern analysis methods. There are 39 WB and 15 LP responses to yield a total wave period range from 0.01 s to ~7000 s at some stations. The profile length is ~220 km and average station spacing is ~5 km. The line integrates one Earthscope MT TA station at its eastern end adding to the original profile set of Wannamaker et al. [1989] to provide 40 sites. Our nonlinear resistivity inversion section (see supporting information Figures S12–S14) is plotted with annotation in Figure 3.

As for the CAFE-MT line, the EMSLAB model also contains a low resistivity layer deepening under the Coast Range to a distance of ~75 km inland. We again equate this dipping conductor to the presence of fluids on the plate interface generated by low-grade dehydration reactions and perhaps pore fluid collapse in altered oceanic crust. However, the updip end of this structure differs greatly from the CAFE profile. As the distinct MT impedance phase peak implies (see supporting information), conductance instead increases steadily.
toward the ocean in a broad zone above the plate interface. Test calculations (supporting information Figures S15 and S16) show that a thin layer of resistive Siletz terrane rocks could be imposed at shallow levels to a distance \(\frac{C}{2} = 40\) km offshore [Snavely, 1987; Trehu et al., 2012] and thus compress the conductor slightly, but the high conductivity could not be reduced to a thin layer 5–7 km thick at the plate interface and still fit the responses as well. Acquisition of shallow shelf marine MT data could help clarify structure in the near offshore.

The MT results in Figure 3 support previous refraction seismic interpretations [Trehu et al., 2012] that sediments may be subducted beneath the Oregon continental margin. Clay mineral constituents undergoing dewatering and low-grade metamorphism may keep effective normal stresses across the plate interface relatively low, reducing transmission of stress, and thus seismicity and the horizontal width of the plate coupling zone [Saffer and Tobin, 2011]. However, by \(\frac{C}{2} = 40\) km inland, the conductive sediments no longer appear, leaving a deepening low resistivity layer of much reduced conductance similar to that of CAFE, explainable again by dewatering of low-grade oceanic crustal hydrous minerals. The apparent necessity of having shallow high conductivity under the near continental margin explains an earlier apparent discrepancy here between the dense passive array model of Rondenay et al. [2001] and the legacy forward model of Wannamaker et al. [1989] (see supporting information Figure S17). The latter showed that the dipping conductor was shallow under the offshore Newport Basin but the S-wave model suggested the oceanic crust was substantially deeper. The MT data mainly are sensitive to the top of the conductor rather than the bottom (depth extent) and thinness was imposed in that forward model; nevertheless, the two data types are sensing different structures under the coastal region. We believe that the possibility of significant

**Figure 3.** (bottom) Two-dimensional non-linear inversion resistivity model from MT data along the EMSLAB transect as described in supporting information. Physiographic features are offshore Newport Basin (NB), Coastal Range (CR), Willamette Basin (WB), Western Cascades (WC), Mount Jefferson (JF), and Deschutes Basin. Inverted blue triangle is coastline. LFE locations are plus symbols from Thomas et al. [2013] (dark gray) and Boyarkin and Brudzinski [2010] (magenta). Eclogitization (Ec) up-arrow drawn near end of S-wave LVL coherency [Rondenay et al., 2008]. Light gray-filled circles are “offset” DLP earthquakes from Vidale et al. [2014] with dark gray fill denoting “other.” (The DLP swath is \(\geq 100\) km wide N-S so they are not inferred specifically below Mount Jefferson.) Abbreviations in bottom plot are subduction channel (SC), eclogitization (Ec), and northwest Basin and Range (NW B&R). Seismicity, plate surface, coupling arrow, tremor width, and Moho (35 km) as in Figure 2. (top) Definitions as in Figure 2 except seismicity swath is wider due to sparsity of events.
underthrust sediments along the central Oregon margin, together with their dewatering and low frictional properties, are consistent with models from GPS geodesy that the plate here has an obscure (if any) locked zone offshore but an unusually broad transitional zone [Schmalzl et al., 2014]. The MT data do not image a thick impermeable (resistive) Siletz lithology under the coastal region in the upper plate that might serve to seal high-fluid pressures.

Farther inland, the resistivity structure appears to become largely analogous to CAFE, with an increase in conductance at a depth of ~40 km and a departure from the plate interface. Correspondingly, breakdown of amphibolite facies and other hydrous minerals as described with CAFE to release free, aqueous-rich fluids as the temperature reaches ~550°C appears to be occurring, located again where the low S-wave velocity layer becomes essentially untraceable [Rondenay, 2001, 2008]. However, in contrast to CAFE, the conductivity increase lies arcward (east) of the FMC (Moho depth of 35 km from Bostock [2013]). Deepening the Moho by 5 km to be like that of CAFE does not change this result, and the depth to the 500°C isotherm does not differ by 5 km between EMSLAB and CAFE in the models of Syracuse et al. [2010]. Thus we consider eclogitization and fluid release by the subducted oceanic crust to be thermally controlled and not tied precisely to location of the FMC [cf., McCrory et al., 2014]. LFE are sparse at this latitude but we show the four identified by Thomas et al. [2013] using the Royer and Bostock [2014] technique, plus one from Boyarko and Brudzinski [2010] (Figure 3). These events are curious in that they extend well updip into the implied conductive sediment channel zone. We suggest that dewatering of sediments also reduces strength allowing slow slip in their domain as well. Tremor lies laterally near the inferred eclogitization or somewhat updip [Boyarko and Brudzinski, 2010], in some contrast with CAFE also.

Yet farther inland, and similar to CAFE, the conductive layer shallows and increases in conductance toward the arc. This is taken again to represent the continual liberation of fluids along the slab with increasing temperatures inland with a thermally controlled upper depth limit in the crust. It has been recognized for some time that most slab water and halogens do not exit the subduction system through arc volcanism [e.g., Ito et al., 1983; Wannamaker et al., 1989; and many since], and the resistivity images for CAFE and EMSLAB show that much of the fluid rises through the forearc. This is confirmed by high Br and I contents of spring flows in the forearc Willamette Basin [Hurwitz et al., 2005]. "Offset" deep long period (DLP) earthquakes (a form of LFE) 50–100 km frontal to the arc have been observed by Vidale et al. [2014] (Figure 3) near Moho levels and were suggested to reflect shallow wedge serpentine dehydration and embrittlement from imposition of Basin and Range heating. An alternate interpretation, which we prefer, is that DLP earthquakes may be associated with transit of eclogitization-derived fluids across disparate mantle-crust rheology at the Moho and into the crust, as interpreted for similar events beneath western Japan [Aso et al., 2013]. From resistivity, Basin and Range conditions pertain mostly from the arc eastward. Several nonoffset DLP/LFE appear toward and past Mount Jefferson arc volcano at much shallower levels (Figure 3), seemingly following the conductive layer upward. We suggest these events may represent fluids escaping across the brittle-ductile transition promoted by extensional stress, a transition which has been implicated as a permeability boundary over deep crustal low resistivity elsewhere [cf., Wannamaker et al., 2008].

The shallowest extent of the low resistivity also is slightly west of the arc as in Washington, as was observed previously by Wannamaker et al. [1989], although in part this may be the result of a data gap due to inaccessibility close to Mount Jefferson. Nevertheless, the shallow low resistivity probably now lies in the brittle domain and occupies the well-known High Cascades graben. Its normal faults extend up to 20 km west of the stratovolcano trend [Schmidt et al., 2008]. It corresponds closely with a similar extension of high heat flow and 3He/3He values westward [Van Soest et al., 2002; Evans et al., 2001; Ingebritsen and Mariner, 2010]. Under the early Miocene western Cascades, high resistivities in the upper 10 km likely correspond to solidified intrusive rocks.

Beneath the arc and backarc areas of the EMSLAB line, the model shows the low resistivity diving eastward again but only for a relatively short depth range in contrast to the CAFE line (Figure 3). Low resistivity does not extend significantly below Moho levels with the upper mantle values being only slightly below 10 ohm-m. Such a disposition of resistivity is similar to that seen in extensional Great Basin studies [e.g., Wannamaker et al., 2008; Megbel et al., 2014]. There, Moho level conductors indicate mafic melt underplating, possible hybridization, and hydrothermal fluid release from parental melts generation through extension in the upper mantle with temperatures near the average current mantle adiabat (ACMA, potential temperature of 1300°C). Midcrustal LFE were observed in this deep crustal zone also by Vidale et al. [2014]. Slab flux
melting of the upper mantle is judged to be limited for arc magmatism at the latitudes of both CAFE and EMSLAB lines [Schmidt et al., 2008] and does not obviously explain the pronounced difference in arc and backarc resistivity structure between the profiles.

Instead, we appeal to state of stress differences that reflect tectonic style. Regional block rotation places the northern Cascadia arc under compression whereas the central arc segment is under extension with slab rollback [Wells and McCaffrey, 2013]. East-west directed rifting promotes melt extraction through its coalescence into melt bands with steep dips and north-south orientations [Kohlstedt and Holtzman, 2009]. This alignment would not create good conductivity pathways for east-west current flow to which the TM mode data mainly used to derive the cross section are sensitive (see supporting information). A similar interpretation was made for resistivity structure of the upper mantle of the actively extensional eastern Great Basin [Wannamaker et al., 2008]. Because dry solid-state peridotite resistivity near the ACMA is ~150 ohm-m [Yoshino and Katsura, 2013], bulk resistivities of 50–100 ohm-m are readily explained by trace amounts of residual melt. Speculatively, perhaps the more extensional stresses at this latitude compared to CAFE also promote the DLP earthquakes with fluid egress under Oregon that were not observed farther north [Vidale et al., 2014]. The EMSLAB profile does not extend sufficiently far eastward to capture a view of the second deep backarc upwelling BA2 imaged in the regional coverage of Meqbel et al. [2014], which corresponds to the second low S-wave upper mantle body of Gao and Shen [2014].

3.3. SWORMT MT Profile, Oregon

The 200 km long SWORMT profile in southwest Oregon was collected in 2006 and trends 60° south of east from the coast near Coos Bay to roughly 100 km inland at the California border (Figure 1). There are 45 WB and 30 LP MT stations spanning a period range from 0.01 s to ~10,000 s with an average site spacing of 4.5 km and a total along-profile length of ~200 km. The orientation of the SWORMT profile is distinct from our other profiles, running perpendicular to the northeast-trending boundary between the Siletz and Klamath terranes, the original target of study [Bedrosian and Box, 2007]. It does not reach the volcanic arc and terminates in the middle forearc region at this latitude.

Unlike the other profiles, the obliqueness of the Siletz/Klamath boundary and the profile relative to the coastline invalidates the 2-D assumption for MT data analysis. Therefore, we have inverted the SWORMT data using a nonlinear 3-D inversion incorporating an additional 30 long period EarthScope stations with 70 km spacing that fall within the domain of the 3-D model grid (Figure 1). This necessarily involves a coarser simulation grid compared to the 2-D sections and the shortest period of data analyzed is 1 s (see supporting information Figures S18–S20). A resistivity cross section along the SWORMT profile has been extracted from the 3-D inversion model and is displayed in Figure 4. We interpret this section in terms of the expected subcoastal and forearc physicochemical state.

The crust of the overlying North American plate along the northwest half of this profile differs greatly in its resistivity character from that of the older Klamath composite terrane to the southeast (Figure 4). The former shows thick, layered, low-resistivity sedimentary units corresponding to the Eocene Tyee and Umpqua Formations overlaying the southernmost edge of the resistive Siletz River Volcanics. These sandstones and mudstones are faulted and folded within a series of anticlines trending perpendicular to the profile. Total thickness of these units to the northeast within the Roseburg quadrangle is ~3 km [Wells et al., 2000]. At ~75 km along the profile, a change in crustal resistivity signifies the transition to the Klamath composite terrane. The geometry of this transition is unclear, although potential-field models suggest an obduction geometry involving a southward thinning wedge of Siletz River Volcanics [DuRoss et al., 2002]. Southeast of the Siletz-Klamath transition, massively resistive Paleozoic and Mesozoic igneous and metamorphic formations within the Western Klamath and Hayfork arc terranes are encountered. These are in turn intruded by the resistive Cretaceous Grants Pass, Grayback, and Ashland intrusive complexes, the roots of which appear to extend to the base of the crust.

In contrast, especially with the adjacent EMSLAB profile to the north, the resistivity along plate interface depths from below the coast to ~35 km inland (70 km along the profile) is moderately high (100s of ohm-m) (Figure 4). This implies a lack of subducted sediments or fluids being released from low metamorphic grade hydrous minerals. Test calculations (see supporting information Figures S21 and S22) where a conductive layer is inserted atop the plate from the trench to a slab depth of ~30 km give rise to a distinct impedance phase peak not observed in the measured MT data within 30 km of the coast. This lack of
conductance is more akin to the CAFE line under the Washington coast. The apparent absence of conductive fluids and sediments within this region is somewhat unexpected given the lack of seismicity; similar resistivity structure along the CAFE and Klamath-Modoc (next) lines is accompanied by moderate and extensive seismicity, respectively. Furthermore, sediment balance analysis by McNeill et al. [2013] suggests that for the southern Oregon margin either substantial sediment is subducted or removed via strike-slip motion. Nevertheless, the high plate interface resistivity correlates with the inference of elevated plate coupling offshore by Schmalzle et al. [2014] projecting onto our transect from /C24 15 to 100 km in along-profile distance.

At distances of 30–70 km along the profile, a modest low resistivity zone exists in the 7–15 km depth range shallowing to the southeast (DUC feature of Figure 4). It produces a small impedance phase peak in the MT responses measured above it (see supporting information) but this peak occurs at periods too short to correspond to a conductor along the plate interface as seen in the EMSLAB and CAFE measurements. Although conceivably this structure could result from fluids risen from the slab below, it is curious that it would have such a limited lateral extent and that such a feature is not observed on any of the other profiles. Speculatively, it could be older and associated with collision of the Siletz terrane upon the Klamath, but we have no further constraints upon its cause. Farther inland, resistivities are high again from the overriding lower crust through the plate interface. It is remarkable that no interface conductor at all is resolved, again unlike the case for EMSLAB and CAFE; perhaps there is a particular stress regime associated with the Siletz-Klamath transition that inhibits retention of fluids in this area.

Figure 4. Section view along dense SWORMT profile extracted from overall 3-D nonlinear inversion resistivity model as described in supporting information. Vertical-dashed line marks bend in section where seaward panel is east-west while landward panel is northwest-southeast. Physiographic features are South Coastal Basin (SC), Siletz/Klamath transition (S/K), Grants Pass pluton (GP), Grayback pluton (GB), and California border (CA). Inverted blue triangle is coastline. LFE locations are dark gray plus symbols in a ±10 km swath from Boyarkin and Brudzinski [2010]. Abbreviations in bottom plot include no sediments (NS), deep upper plate conductor (DUC), and eclogitization (Ec). Seismicity, plate surface, coupling arrow, and tremor width as in Figure 2. Moho (40 km) extrapolated from Liu et al. [2012]. Given the profile orientation, features are substantially elongate left to right relative to an east-west, geotectonic cross-strike assumption. To obtain cross-strike distances, the along-profile distances plotted may be divided almost exactly by two. (top) Definitions as in Figure 2 except seismicity swath is wider due to sparsity of events.
More pronounced increases in conductivity are seen starting at distances of ~80 km along the profile (Figure 4). There is a clustering into three concentrations starting just southeast of the Siletz-Klamath transition. This is again attributed to breakdown of amphibolite facies and other hydrous minerals. The discrete nature of these compact conductors contrasts with the corresponding structures below the northerly profiles. We do not interpret them as concentrated zones of mineral dehydration per se. Instead we suggest that the highly resistive, Cretaceous intrusive bodies and their lower crustal roots in the Klamath terranes are relatively impenetrable and strongly influence the pathways and residence locations of fluids exsolved upward from the slab. We believe such behavior also is seen under the Klamath-Modoc and ABCS transects discussed below. Onset of LFE [Boyarko and Brudzinski, 2010], although less accurately constrained in depth compared to the northerly profiles, again corresponds to the beginning of low-resistivity eclogitization (Figure 4). In terms of ETS recurrence intervals, the SWORMT line lies in the transition from the Siletzia zone with a low recurrence rate to the Klamath zone with a high rate [Brudzinski and Allen, 2007]. Note that the steeply south orientation of the profile elongates the features in this section view left to right by a factor of two relative to an east-west, cross-strike assumption, and irregularities can be expected along the leading edge of the eclogitization front.

3.4. Klamath-Modoc MT Profile, California

The profile across northern California contains new MT data gathered from 2009 through 2013, and not previously analyzed. It passes over the Gorda segment of the Juan de Fuca plate and crosses the Southern Cascadia arc segment just north of the LVC. There are 95 WB and 19 LP responses with a total period range from 0.005 s to as long as ~17,000 s. The profile length is nearly 400 km and average station spacing is ~4 km. The 2-D nonlinear resistivity inversion model, analysis of which is described with supporting information Figures S23–S27, is shown in Figure 5.

The California section shows some similarities but also significant differences from profiles discussed previously. Similar to SWORMT, but in contrast to CAFE and EMSLAB, there is no apparent low resistivity layer dipping inland from near the coast to distances of ~75 km. From 20 to 100 km inland, the plate interface as modeled by McCrory et al. [2012] is overlain by a low-resistivity crust of substantial thickness, which corresponds to previously underthrust Franciscan Formation. This body also is characterized by low $V_s$ [Liu et al., 2012]. It is certainly possible that a weak low-resistivity layer along the Juan de Fuca plate interface would be masked by the Franciscan especially if it is in immediate basal contact. A short distance east of South Mountain Ridge, a thin outcropping resistive unit is taken to represent overthrust Klamath terrane rocks of higher metamorphic grade [McLaughlin et al., 2000].

However, the resistivity directly under the coastline and vicinity is strikingly high, more so even than under the CAFE and SWORMT profiles. Rocks of several hundred ohm-meter exist well above the plate interface to within several kilometers of the surface (Figure 5). Very little in the way of conductivity is permitted in this part of the model by the data (see supporting information Figures S28–S30). High resistivity suggests high levels of plate interface coupling at least locally, certainly compared to Oregon or even northern Washington. It points to the possibility of stress buildup associated with the north-south compression across the Mendocino triple junction, consistent with high earthquake activity in the region [McCrory et al., 2012] (Figure 5). The very high resistivities above the plate support McCrory’s speculation based on abundant shallow seismicity that a fragment of the Gorda plate may have detached under the coastline. Possibly analogous, relict intrasubduction serpentinites are observed to the south in the Franciscan Formation [McLaughlin et al., 1982; Prohoroff et al., 2012].

The MT results provide some interesting details below the coastal Eel River Basin about the southern Juan de Fuca plate subduction (Figure 6). High resistivities of the shallow plate are overlain by moderately folded and thrust-deformed conductive sedimentary units of the basin [McLaughlin et al., 2000]. The conductive layer at ~2 km depth that is quasi horizontal for the 4–5 coastal sites and then rises steeply to the surface near site 6 coincides with the Late Cretaceous, shaly Yager Formation. The upper more resistive unit confined within the synclinal Yager corresponds to depositionally overlapped, semiconsolidated clastic rocks of the Wildcat Group of mid-Miocene to Pleistocene age. This described geometry corresponds precisely with the structural cross section drawn through here by McLaughlin et al. [2000]. An eastward tapering, horizontal conductor in the upper few hundred meters under the three westernmost sites we hypothesize to be a seawater incursion within the Wildcat. The observed sounding at site 2 is shown in supporting information
Figure S31 and exhibits two apparent resistivity minima denoting the incursion and the Yager Formation rocks. The subvertical to steeply east-dipping, moderately resistive material under site 7 and eastward coincides with Central Belt melange of the Franciscan Formation thrust against Yager Formation [McLaughlin et al., 2000]. Finally, although precise interface picking is at odds with the concept of smooth tomographic-style MT inversion, rising resistivities at depth suggest Gorda Plate material is encountered by ~7 km (Figure 6). This would be the detached fragment, with the subduction interface at a depth of 15–20 km [McCrorry et al., 2012].

The shallow dip of the southern Juan de Fuca plate continues inland to a distance just over 100 km, whereupon the plate dives steeply (Figure 5). At ~150 km from the coast above the plate, below the Sacramento River, a rather compact low resistivity body appears in the 15–50 km depth range. Although thermal models of this plate configuration are not published, this feature appears likely to be a zone of sudden fluidization from eclogitization of the quickly descending plate. Slow slip earthquake waveforms (LFE) were identified visually by Boyarko and Brudzinski [2010] and location testing suggested depth uncertainties up to 15 km with epicentral locations perhaps one-third of that. Nevertheless the epicenters are estimated to lie near and just updip of our conductor (Figure 5), comparable to the CAFE and SWORMT profiles where negligible sediments also are inferred to be subducted. Moho estimates are variable in this region [Liu et al., 2012] with an average near 40 km, and so the conductor lies arcward of the FMC. The conductor is approximately coincident with a subtle low $V_p$ zone in the 25–35 km depth range identified as possible fluids from eclogitization by Liu et al. [2012], who also note reduction of Moho contrast as seen in the S-wave surveying over the EMSLAB and CAFE lines. It corresponds as well to a low $V_p$ body imaged by Thurber et al. [2009] that they did not specifically discuss.
Perhaps because of the suddenness of the fluid release just described, there is not a continuous layer of interpreted slab-released fluid shallowing toward the arc on this profile. There also are several resistive bodies imaged in the middle crust, probably associated with various plutons of the eastern Klamath terrane [Allen and Barnes, 2006], which may be adequately competent to impede or divert upwelling fluids as under SWORMT. As the LVC is approached, there is a modest, quasi tabular conductor near Moho levels which possibly represents magmatic underplating from deeper sources. A subtle lower resistivity body in the upper middle crust (<10 km depth) may be a zone of broader fluid accumulation and extensive normal faulting in the corridor between Lassen and Crater Peaks to the north [Clynne and Muffler, 2010]. It is offset somewhat west of Lassen Peak but, since our profile lies to the north by 15–20 km and fault strikes are somewhat west of north, much of this may be projection. With the dense sampling through here, we were able to resolve a low-resistivity axis extending through the brittle crustal domain in contrast to Park and Ostos [2013], whose WB station density was 5–7 times less than ours.

Deeper under the LVC, the model contains a large confined conductor in the 70–120 km depth range (Figure 5). Test inversion in the supporting information that assumed a N025W geoelectric strike as used by Park and Ostos [2013] placed a similar body of somewhat lower resistivity in the 50–100 km range. This is acceptable agreement given the ability of MT data to resolve the lower limits of bodies. LVC and neighboring Mount Shasta exhibit the highest degrees of slab input, flux melting, and silica enrichment of volcanic products in the Cascades chain [Schmidt et al., 2008; Grove et al., 2012]. The low-resistivity volume lies just above the plate interface, consistent with the expected depth range of slab flux melting (FM). Similar to discussion with CAFE, melt fractions of only 1–2 vol % should suffice to explain the anomaly. The conductor domain corresponds well with the low Vs body in the 50–80 km depth resolved by Liu et al. [2012] and interpreted to be due to H2O-induced melting. Stresses from LVC through the southern Modoc Plateau to the Great Basin area transition from strike-slip/slightly transtensional to predominantly extensional [McCaffrey et al., 2013]. Thus the low-resistivity variations near the arc on the southerly line are not restricted to Moho levels as was the case for the EMSLAB backarc, where extensional melt banding and egress were interpreted. Nevertheless,
local stress changes or extension can tap diverse, primitive upper mantle magmas that are little modi-
ified to eruption [Muffler et al., 2011].

Toward the eastern end of the profile in the 290–370 km lateral range, a tabular low resistivity region occurs near Moho and lower crustal depths (Figure 5). This feature underlies the southernmost extent of the late Miocene and younger trend of primitive basaltic lavas of the southern Modoc Plateau, interpreted to form in the shallowest upper mantle (41–51 km nominally) from nearly anhydrous decompression [Till et al., 2013]. The decompression in turn was driven by subduction-induced corner flow and upwelling in the mantle wedge. This is a somewhat more extensional regime than that of the arc volcanoes to the west, and the resistivity structure now more resembles that of the Great Basin [Wannamaker et al., 2008] where underplating structure dominates and there is little upper mantle melt with long-range E-W interconnection [Kohlstedt and Holtzman, 2009]. Nevertheless, some primitive melts do pass completely through to the surface [Till et al., 2013]. The third deep upper mantle upwelling zone inferred in the Transportable Array S-wave imaging again lies off the east end of our profile, in western Nevada [Gao and Shen, 2014]. Curiously, that upwelling is not coincident with low resistivity upwelling BA3 of Meqbel et al. [2014], which lies south of the eastern end of our line.

3.5. Comparison with Prior ABCS MT Profile

Thirty-three MT soundings were collected in 2003 on a 460 km long profile across Vancouver Island and southwestern B.C., and referred to as the Alberta-British Columbia South (ABCS) transect [Soyer and Unsworth, 2006; Rippe et al., 2013], to which we added one Earthscope MT TA site (Figure 1). These are long period (LP) responses only (see supporting information) with a signal period range of 4.3–10,240 s and thus are sensitive mainly to structure from the middle crust through the upper mantle. Given the reduced bandwidth and coarser spacing (13.5 km average), structural resolution will be decreased compared to our other profiles. Moreover, the profile effectively starts 40 km farther from the trench than does CAFE, and so relating resistivity below Vancouver Island to plate locking is difficult. Nevertheless, worthwhile correlations can be made with the other profiles and subduction processes along the length of Cascadia, and it is valuable to compare resistivity models using a common inversion approach. Our 2-D nonlinear resistivity inversion section for ABCS is plotted with annotation in Figure 7 and MT data response pseudosections are in supporting information Figure S32.

Having only seven sites on Vancouver Island, two of which exhibit 3-D complexity (see supporting information), limits inferences there. Resistivity values offshore remain close to the starting model value reflecting lack of resolution, while under the western part of the island there is a weak resistivity minimum at the plate interface [McCrory et al., 2012] and is based mainly on the MT responses of sites 2 through 4 from the coast (see supporting information Figure S32). A similar minimum is seen in the inversion of the more coarsely spaced ABCN profile of Rippe et al. [2013] farther north across Vancouver Island incorporating the data of Kurtz et al. [1986]. Under the eastern part of the island, a large low-resistivity body labeled E lies above the plate boundary and is equivalent to one imaged by Soyer and Unsworth [2006] and Rippe et al. [2013]. This conductor obscures the imaging of resistivity directly associated with interface processes in this area, and a lack of sampling across the Georgia Strait exacerbates the problem.

The E-conductor name is derived from the observation of a package of high seismic reflectivity (E-horizon) below Vancouver Island in the 20–35 km depth range, originally believed to lie significantly above the plate interface [Kurtz et al., 1986]. The reflectivity has been equated to a seismic low P-wave velocity zone assigned to lithology within the upper plate (part of Wrangellia), with the Juan de Fuca plate up to 15 km deeper [Ramachandran et al., 2006]. This gave rise to the concept of fluids rising from the slab either from pore collapse or mineral dehydration, and being trapped at higher levels through retrogression and mineral precipitation [Hyndman, 1988; Kurtz et al., 1990]. On the other hand, the S-wave LVL imaged for Vancouver Island was argued to lie close to the E-horizon and be the oceanic crust itself [Bostock, 2013]. The plate interface model of McCrory et al. [2012] is more closely referenced to the transition to mantle velocities in the P-wave model and thus lies up to 10 km deeper than that from the S-wave LVL. In some studies, the LVL is suggested to be a melt, fluid, or sediment layer overlying the subducted oceanic crust [e.g., Wada and Wang, 2009; Calvert et al., 2011]. The variability in seismic interpretation is unresolved at present.

LFE locations estimated by Royer and Bostock [2014] are plotted in Figure 7 and, as they noted, lie between the plate interface models of McCrory et al. [2012] and Bostock [2013]. This is unlike the closer
correspondence between McCrory and coworkers and the LFE on the CAFE and EMSLAB lines, although the McCrory and coworkers model for EMSLAB is based more upon active source profiling and S-wave tomography than the sparse seismicity. In the context of the other MT profiles, such a sudden occurrence of conductivity due to subducted plate eclogitization is unexpected given the gentle and steady descent of the plate. The position of the E-conductor (Figure 7) also coincides with a major sinistral transpression zone as the Insular subterrane of Wrangellia docked with the B.C. mainland [Monger et al., 1994]. Thus, we cannot overrule a contribution of downthrust trapped metasediments to the low-resistivity E-conductor. That accreted sediments as old as Eocene under the Olympic Mountains are still of low resistivity [Aprea et al., 1998] illustrates the possible persistence of sedimentary body effects unless dehydrated by high-grade metamorphism. The previously underthrust Franciscan Formation rocks of the Klamath-Modoc profile represent a similar situation.

The situation simplifies east of Georgia Strait (Figure 7). Resistive crustal rocks of the Coastal Belt plutonic complex permit resolution of a quasi horizontal, Moho-level conductor extending to the volcanic arc axis that equates to the A-conductor of Soyer and Unsworth [2006] and the B-conductor of Rippe et al. [2013]. The conductor is analogous to the deep crustal layer seen under the near forearc of CAFE interpreted as flu-liquids that have risen to the deep crust from progressive slab dehydration. Under ABCS, we do not see this layer shallowing toward the arc as with CAFE, which we interpret to reflect impermeable batholithic Coastal Belt rocks. This geometry is more similar to the Klamath-Modoc line. In the upper mantle below the arc, a low-resistivity zone extending to the bottom of the displayed section at 200 km is considered analogous to the interpreted flux melting structure imaged with the CAFE profile and the asthenospheric conductor of Soyer and Unsworth [2006] and Rippe et al. [2013]. It is possible that its deeper reaches reflect some convective upwelling such as interpreted under CAFE. There is a corresponding conductive structure at middle upper mantle depths under ABCS appearing, albeit more faintly, in the 3-D model of Meqbel et al. [2014]. However, this lies just outside the Earthscope MT TA array to its north and is not considered well resolved.

A confined Moho-level conductor below and east of the arc axis is consistent with limited magmatic underplating similar to CAFE, and fluids exsolved therefrom may be penetrating the Fraser River fault zone.

Figure 7. (bottom) Two-dimensional nonlinear inversion resistivity model from MT data along the ABCS transect as described in supporting information. Physiographic features are Insular subterrane of Wrangellia on Vancouver Island (IS), Georgia Strait (GS), Coastal Belt (Co), Mount Garibaldi/Mount Baker volcanic arc axis (G/B), Fraser fault zone (FF), Intermontane Belt (IM), and Omineca Belt (OM). Subducted plate interface follows McCrory et al. [2012]. LFE locations (dark gray plus) are in a ±20 km swath from Royer and Bostock [2014] and magenta band is top of S-wave LVL [Bostock, 2013]. Abbreviations in bottom plot include E-conductor (E), A-conductor (A), magmatic underplating (UP), flux melting (FM), and possible backarc upwelling (CU?). Eclogitization (Ec?) up-arrow drawn near end of S-wave LVL coherency [Bostock, 2013]. Seismicity, coupling arrow, tremor width and Moho (35 km) as in Figure 2. (top) Definitions as in Figure 2.
A subtle low-resistivity layer at Moho levels continues eastward under the Intermontane Belt, and then amplifies and moves to shallower levels below the Omineca belt (Figure 6). High heat flow and isostatically compensated, thinned crust imply mantle heat convection in these backarc terranes [Hyndman et al., 2005; Soyer and Unsworth, 2006; Hyndman and Currie, 2011; Rippe et al., 2013], with adiabatic upwelling and fusion delivering mafic melts to the lower crust that cool and release conductive fluids upward [cf., Wannamaker et al., 2008]. The particularly strong expression under the Omineca belt correlates with early to middle Tertiary crustal extension and persists across its entire width [Ledo and Jones, 2001; Rippe et al., 2013].

4. Synthesis and Conclusions

The along-strike variations in the Cascadia subduction system provide an opportunity to more fully understand the variety of processes and physical states operating in subduction zones generally. We summarize similarities and differences along the system in Figure 8. Pronounced changes in the electrical resistivity correlate with the degree of geodetically inferred plate locking and width of transitional zone, where sections of greater locking correspond with higher resistivity. Cause versus effect is ambiguous here; it is unclear whether lack of fluids induces the locking or whether variation in stress from other factors controls the fluid distribution. Channeled sediments are suggested to help explain low resistivity and the weaker locking of the north-central Oregon subduction margin; perhaps Siletz terrane composition has a mechanical influence that promotes sediment underthrusting. Subducted sediments with low-temperature fluid release also have been interpreted to cause weak plate coupling and low resistivity along and above the plate interface of the northern Hikurangi margin in New Zealand, whereas strong coupling and high resistivity are characteristic of its southern margin [Heise et al., 2013]. The relation to forearc seismicity is less clear, however, in

Figure 8. Tabular summary of resistivity geophysical properties with physicochemical implications across subduction subdomains and along volcanic arc segments of the Cascadia subduction system.
that southern Oregon exhibits the lowest seismicity of Cascadia while plate coupling appears elevated compared to northern Oregon.

Some aspects of Cascadia resistivity structure exhibit substantial along-margin continuity. Both the Oregon (EMSLAB) and Washington (CAFE) transects show a deepening conductor near the subduction interface that probably represents fluids originally trapped or newly generated by dehydration. Possibly the presence or absence of the low resistivity layer along the margin reflects variation in degree of silica sealing and fluid entrapment [e.g., Audet and Burgmann, 2014], but this aspect of the resistivity does not appear to correlate with ETS recurrence interval. An increase in conductivity along all profiles as the mantle wedge is approached suggests that a sudden increase in dehydration occurs where temperatures reach 500–550°C, in keeping with eclogitization implied from petrology [van Keken et al., 2011]. On the other hand, the commencement of low resistivity does not bear a precise correspondence to the forearc mantle corner; on the CAFE and Klamath-Modoc lines it appears arcward of the FMC whereas under EMSLAB and SWORMT it appears trenchward. Although a progression to stable sliding with increased temperature is well-founded, and temperature increases can release fluids through reaction, the relatively direct evidence from conductivity where the apparent end of transitional plate locking occurs implicates fluids more directly in the final strength gradation to stable sliding.

The significance of the gap between the geodetically defined edge of plate coupling and the Cascadia tremor band [McCrory et al., 2014] is obscure. However, the presence of a deepening conductor here (albeit subdued) below CAFE and EMSLAB plus high fluid pressures inferred from seismic velocities [Audet et al., 2010] suggest that this zone also is weak given that water content of just a few tenths volume percent can make the rock strength extremely low through reduction of effective normal stress plus the promotion of diffusion creep [Tullis et al., 1996; Sibson, 2007]. LFE are clustered in both northern and southern Cascadia near where eclogitization commences, but are more diffuse in the central section along possible subducted sediment. Numerous LFE have been observed at much shallower depth and lower temperatures below the northern Hikurangi and northern Japanese margins, and are interpreted to be associated in part with subducted sediment dewatering [Wallace et al., 2012; Heise et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2013]. In locked southern Hikurangi, the LFE are from 30 to 50 km depth, as in the more coupled Cascadia sections.

The CAFE and EMSLAB Cascadia segments show liberated fluids rising into the crust toward the arc, presumably altering the upper mantle wedge along the way and in turn being transformed by chemical exchange. Details of fluid pathways in the crust depend upon rheology, however, and coherent plutonic roots impede or deflect fluid transit toward the surface under the SWORMT, Klamath-Modoc and southern B.C. profiles. A detailed MT transect from the Pacific coast across the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt into its backarc by Jodicke et al. [2006] revealed a lower crustal conductor developing above the subducting young, shallow-dipping Cocos plate shortly after it enters the mantle wedge. The conductor is coincident with clustering of NVT above, and LFE along, the subduction slip plane of that area [Husker et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2013], consistent with Cascadia. Arima-type hot spring fluids, interpreted as subduction-derived, overlie low resistivity, and high Vp/Vs anomalies plus an LFE swarm near the FMC of the southwestern Japan forearc [Umeda et al., 2006; Kato et al., 2014; Kusuda et al., 2014]. In those profiles and ours, fluid release from eclogitization appears to start ~100 km from the arc implying thermal control. A global compilation of forearc conductors by Worzewski et al. [2011] showed a roughly consistent distance between those conductors and the arc, even for diverse geometries and thermal regimes including Chile and Japan (the precise distance they chose reflects location center more than leading edge). Peacock [2009] argued that fluidization could occur at similar depths in slabs having differing thermal regimes, with the varying thermal trajectories crossing distinct hydrous mineral breakdown boundaries. On the other hand, a coherent S-wave LVL can be traced to depths near 100 km along the older (formed 40–50 Ma at trench) Pacific plate beneath Alaska and central Chile [Rondenay et al., 2008; Bostock, 2013] suggesting limited fluidization prior to that.

Large, along-margin variations in arc and backarc structure related to melting processes have been revealed in the electrical resistivity models as well. Resistivity structure suggests that the transition from cold forearc mantle wedge to hot subarc wedge occurs nearly directly under the arc, or at most 20–30 km trenchward. In the north, structure compatible with flux melting is resolved even though the degree of fluxing is judged to be limited. However, decompression melting from deep subduction-induced upwelling also may contribute to the melt supply. The hydration of such deep volumes might not be entirely from the current subduction regime; in concept some could be related to the vanished Farallon plate. Resistivity structure here...
resembles that in the central Andes of Bolivia [Brasse and Eydam, 2008] where we suggest that their very large backarc conductor could be explained by similar deep upwelling and decompression. Direct subarc conductivity is relatively subdued beneath the central Andes, perhaps a result of fluxing fluids being carried much deeper. On the other hand, despite a cold subducted plate, a strong Moho-level or lower crustal conductor was resolved under the northern Honshu Japan arc by Kanda and Ogawa [2014] although depth resolution admittedly was limited to ~80 km in that array. Globally, both forearc and backarc anomalies in resistivity and seismic attenuation may correlate in amplitude [Pommier, 2014].

Farther south in central Cascadia, comparison of the EMSLAB arc and backarc with CAFE indicates that state of stress and deformation regime (extension versus compression) may be important factors in addition to pressure-temperature-composition controls for determining the nature of the electrical geophysical structure. Similar to the EMSLAB line and perhaps the southern Modoc Plateau, the backarc area of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt may be undergoing extension particularly at depth. Alkaline basaltic and bimodal volcanism has occurred there through Pliocene time and a broad Moho-level conductive zone is observed [Jodice et al., 2006]. In southern Cascadia, supraslab resistivity confirms that subduction flux melting and other slab inputs are substantial. Current deformation and geophysical structure at the Gorda coastal area, however, imply that subduction inputs may be dynamic and time-varying, and perhaps not entirely representative of past inputs now affecting the arc.
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